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Students will pour, splatter and run acrylic paint, in the same way we do
watercolors, until a totally original image emerges. Emphasis will be on
design and composition, color and contrast. Sue will demonstrate each
step in her process and help students solve problems as they happen. You
will be making your own original design following a step by step demo.
We hope you will want to come along on this fun experience!
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- 1 or more commercially prepared canvases 18x24 inches or a square one of
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- 1 sheet of watercolor paper to experiment on before working on canvas
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- Please bring FW Acrylic Artists Ink-White or gesso
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- Some FW Pearlescent liquid acrylic inks (1 oz) Sun-up Blue, Silver Pearl, etc.
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- An old toothbrush
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- A rubber brayer 1 1/2 or 2 inches wide, a white palette, saran wrap, sponge,
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- At least 3 plastic squeeze bottles to hold at least 4 oz of watered down
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